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Abstract: The bombardment of the surface of a solid by energetic ions often results in pro-
nounced surface modifications, leading to characteristic topographical features. In this report,
the development of specific morphological nanostructures on surfaces under ion irradiation
is discussed. The following aspects will be emphasized: (i) on an atomic scale, the genera-
tion of isolated defects such as adatoms and surface vacancies due to single-ion impacts, and
their possible clustering; (ii) the transition from such individual defects toward extended
morphological features on the surface and suitable scaling relations to describe them; (iii) the
formation of highly periodic structures with nanoscale dimensions such as nanodots and “rip-
ple”-like features, and the dependence of these nanostructcures on various ion-irradiation
parameters and substrate materials; (iv) the theoretical concepts proposed to model the
observed patterns which are thought to be related to (and caused by) the interplay between
ion erosion and diffusion of adatoms (vacancies), thus inducing a surface reorganization.
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INTRODUCTION

The irradiation of solid surfaces by energetic particles gives rise to a wide variety of phenomena that
are correlated closely with the energy deposition processes of the incoming ions. Over a near-surface
region of the solid whose extension depends primarily on the range of the incident particles, the ions
transfer energy and momentum to the target atoms, displacing them from their original positions. These
processes may cause the ejection of target atoms and molecule from the surface (i.e., sputtering), while
displacement cascades result in an accumulation of point defects (vacancies and interstitials) or more
extensive defect structures; the concurrent accumulation of the implanted species may also lead to phase
changes within this zone. Several reviews have described the evolution of research in this field over the
past few decades [1–10].

At the surface, ion irradiation may result in substantial morphological changes [5]. At low flu-
ences, isolated defects such as vacancies and adatoms may be created [9]. If these defects are mobile
(e.g., at elevated sample temperatures), they may annihilate or form adatom and vacancy clusters. For
higher bombarding fluences, such structures may result in a coarsening of the surface; the extent of this
roughening will depend again on the specimen temperature. Eventually, prolonged ion bombardment
often leads to the development of a very specific surface morphology. Interestingly, these structures can
have highly periodic features such as “nanodots” or “ripple”-like contours, with feature sizes in the
nm-range. These self-organized nanostructures evolving due to ion irradiation on surfaces have been
studied quite thoroughly in the past decade [11–14]. 
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In this contribution, some aspects of the evolution of the surface morphology caused by ion bom-
bardment are reviewed; the paper is organized in the following way: in the second section, the forma-
tion of surface defects such as vacancies, adatoms, and defect clusters due to single-ion impacts is
described. The third section outlines the transition to more extended topographical features on surfaces,
whereas the fourth section discusses ordered nanopatterns on surfaces. Theoretical concepts for the for-
mation of such nanostructures are summarized in the fifth section. Finally, the sixth section presents
examples for other nanoscaled structures created by ion irradiation. The references included cover a
rather wide range of the literature available in this research field, but are not meant to be exhaustive.

FORMATION OF SURFACE DEFECTS: VACANCIES, ADATOMS, AND DEFECT
CLUSTERING

Many earlier studies into the production of defects in solids due to ion irradiation concentrated prima-
rily on effects within the bulk of the material or on the sputtering of particles from the surface [1–4].
Refined experimental techniques like scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), scanning force
microscopy (AFM), and more extensive molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations made it fea-
sible to investigate also defect production at the very surface and/or in the near-surface region of ion-
bombarded solids. At the surface, adatoms and vacancies may form, whereas sputtered species are emit-
ted, typically originating from the topmost surface layer(s) [9].

The creation of adatoms on surfaces due to energetic-ion irradiation has been observed by
Harrison and co-workers [15–17] in MD simulations of 5-keV Ar+ impact on Cu(100): a comparatively
large number of atoms was relocated onto the outermost surface layer. Further observations of this phe-
nomenon were reported in later simulations by other groups [18–20]. Snapshots from an MD simula-
tion [21] of the evolution of a displacement cascade for 16 keV Au irradiation of Au(111) are shown in
Fig. 1. The panels are cross-sections through the crystal at different times (given in the lower right) after
the ion impact. The color coding indicates the atoms’ kinetic energy in terms of “temperature” normal-
ized to the melting temperature of Au (Tm = 1338 K). The simulations indicate that the core of the col-
lision cascade is at temperatures above the melting point of Au for an extended time interval; this high-
energy-density zone has been termed “subsurface spike” [21]. The energized material expands toward
the surface, and a pronounced temporary bulge evolves. However, the material recrystallizes eventually
and no crater is formed. At the end of the simulation after 20 ps (see the lowest panel in the right-hand
column of Fig. 1) the atoms in the region of the cascade have almost cooled to the temperature of the
surrounding atoms. However, a considerable number of adatoms are seen to remain on top of the orig-
inal surface [21]. 

The effect of adatom formation was demonstrated experimentally using STM; several groups
[22–27] have shown for a variety of materials that these and related effects of defect production are
rather common phenomena under ion bombardment of surfaces. For example, the work of Michely and
Comsa [28–30] illustrated by STM imaging that after 600 eV Ar+ bombardment of Pt(111) small mono-
layer-high Pt adatoms islands are formed on the original surface. The annealing of the sample at 400 K
resulted in more compact adatom islands that are bounded by [110] oriented steps and have a triangu-
lar or hexagonal shape [28].

These STM experiments definitely confirmed the creation of adatoms in low-energy ion bom-
bardments of surfaces; for low fluences, the adatom yields Yad (= number of adatoms per ion) and the
sputtering yields Ysp (= number of sputtered atoms per ion) have been determined [30]. A comparison
with the results of associated MD simulations [19] indicates that, at low impact energies (≤100 eV),
adatom yields are considerably higher than sputtering yields (by an order of magnitude or possibly
more). At energies around 1 keV the yield ratio Yad/Ysp appears to have a minimum (in the experiment)
or to level off to a constant value (in the simulations). 
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Using variable-temperature (20−700 K) STM, single Ne+, Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+ ion impacts (at an
energy of 4.5 eV) on Pt(111) were analyzed by Michely and co-workers [30,31]. The adatom yield, the
number distribution of adatoms created per impact, the radial distribution of the adatoms, and the mean
sizes of produced adatom and vacancy clusters were determined. Figure 2 displays the corresponding
data for the adatom yields Yad and the adatom/sputtering yield ratios Yad/Ysp for those four ions. Ne+

impacts (at 4.5 keV) produce only isolated adatoms with a number distribution of adatoms per impact
close to a Poisson distribution. The adatom yield is compatible with a linear cascade model. At an
increased energy density, corresponding to Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+ impacts, the adatom production mecha-
nism changes: adatom clusters with number distributions much broader than the corresponding Poisson
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Fig. 1 Snapshots from an MD simulation of the evolution of a displacement cascade for 16 keV Au irradiation of
Au(111). The panels are cross-sections through the crystal at different times (given in the lower right) after the ion
impact. The color coding indicates the “temperature” normalized to the melting temperature of Au (Tm = 1338 K).
From [21].



distribution are created [31]. This and an increased ratio of adatom yield to sputter yield indicate that
collective effects have to be taken into account to describe adatom production.

For very glancing ion-incidence angles (θ > 75º) on crystalline materials the ions were observed
to undergo subsurface channeling, i.e., the ions may enter at a step and propagate along an open chan-
nel just beneath the surface. Using STM, damage trails were found to form by keV noble-gas ions inci-
dent onto Pt(111) [32]. Surface vacancies and adatoms aligned along the ion trajectory constitute the
ion trails. MD simulations illustrate that these straight damage trails are generated by nuclear collisions
with surface layer atoms during subsurface channeling of the projectiles [32]. In a small energy win-
dow (~5 keV), Xe+ ions were found to create vacancy grooves that mark the ion trajectory with atomic
precision [32].

The formation of individual surface defects under ion irradiation has also been studied extensively
for semiconductors [33–38]. For example, low-fluence experiments on the reconstructed Si(111)-(7 × 7)
and Si(100)-(2 × 1) surfaces of silicon were performed by Zandvliet et al. [33,34], monitoring the sur-
faces by means of STM. For 3 keV Ar+ bombardment and fluences of ≤6 × 1012 ions/cm2, defects cre-
ated by ion impact are mainly in the form of missing atoms. These vacancies tend to congregate to give
the appearance of craters. In the vicinity of these craters, some bright features were found. Most prob-
ably these are adatoms (or adclusters) which originate from the emission process.

Surface defects created on Ge(100) by exposure to very low energy (20 ≤ E ≤ 240 eV) Xe+ ions
were examined by Cahill and co-workers [36,37] employing STM imaging. These experiments were
carried out at a sample temperature of 440 K, since Ge remains crystalline under ion bombardment at
those low energies. Ion impacts generate defects (vacancies and adatoms), which nucleate and form
vacancy and adatom islands. Generally, for a fixed total number of created vacancies, the vacancy island
number density increases with increasing ion energy, whereas the vacancy island size decreases. From
the STM micrographs, the authors determined the yield of vacancies and adatoms as a function of ion
energy [37]. These data are shown in Fig. 3. For an ion energy from 40 to 240 eV, the ratio of adatoms-
to-vacancies is roughly constant, ~0.14 ± 0.03, but increases to 0.85 ± 0.17 at 20 eV ion impact. This
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Fig. 2 Adatom yield Yad and the ratio of adatom/sputtering yield Yad/Ysp as a function of ion mass for the projectiles
given in the top of the figure when bombarding a Pt(111) surface. The energy was 4.5 keV, the ion fluence 5 ×
1011 ions/cm2. Data from [31].



defect production includes the annihilation of adatom-vacancy pairs due to the finite defect mobility at
440 K. Similarly, they derived the total sputtering yield in the investigated Xe+ ion energy range: Ysp
increases from ~10−3 Ge-atoms/Xe+ at 20 eV to about 0.7 at 240 eV. 

The temperature dependence of the defect yield on Ge(001) surfaces was measured using in situ
reflection high-energy electron diffraction [39] and demonstrated the presence of defect recombination.
At low temperatures (<270 K), mobile bulk defects diffuse to the surface, where they become immo-
bile; the measured surface defect yield is comparable to the total number of ion-induced defects pro-
duced. Above 300 K, surface recombination processes become more active, and the total number of sur-
face defects drops rapidly (by a factor of ~10) to a constant value at temperatures >370 K [39].

STM investigations of ion-bombarded GaAs(110) surfaces were carried out by Weaver and co-
workers [40–42], using Ar+ and Xe+ ions with energies from 300 eV to 5 keV. Figure 4a shows an STM
image from that work taken after bombarding the surface at 300 K with 3 keV Ar+ at normal incidence
with a fluence of 5.4 × 1012 ions/cm2 [40]. Pits (craters) of one or a few missing atoms, adatoms ejected
on the surface, and disordered regions are produced by ion irradiation. Most of the observed surface
layer defects span 1−5 unit cells (the unit cell has a size of 0.4 × 0.56 nm2) at low fluences (1012−1013

ions/cm2) and room-temperature bombardment. Ion irradiation of GaAs at elevated temperatures
(625–775 K) shows [40,41] that adatom diffusion and adatom-vacancy annihilation processes occur,
and vacancy migration and coalescence become apparent. Figure 4b shows an STM image of a
GaAs(110) surface bombarded at 625 K by 300 eV Ar+ ions [41]; the ion flux amounted to 3 × 1011

cm−2 s−1 which corresponded to the removal of ~0.05 ML. The images reveal that monolayer-deep
vacancy islands are the dominant structures, but with very few adatoms ejected onto the surface (the
bright features in Fig. 4b). The lateral dimension of these islands increased with temperature, and their
density decreased. 
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Fig. 3 The yield of adatom and vacancy creation per incident ion as a function of ion energy for Xe+ ion
bombardment of Ge(100) at a specimen temperature of 440 K. The yields were derived from STM images. Data
from [37].



TRANSITION TO EXTENDED SURFACE DAMAGE AND MULTILAYER REMOVAL

The low-fluence ion bombardment regime discussed in the previous section produces isolated surface
defects (vacancies, adatoms) which, at room temperature, are frozen out and do not interact. At elevated
temperatures, however, these defects tend to form adatom and vacancy islands. The surface morphol-
ogy that develops during ion bombardment at fluences beyond those single-ion impacts might depend
in a complex way on irradiation- and specimen-related parameters. Eventually, pronounced topographic
features may evolve at ion-bombarded surfaces for (very) high fluence. This section will illustrate the
transition from the generation of isolated surface defects (adatoms and vacancies) and small defect clus-
ters to the initial stages of the formation of gross surface defect structures, whereas the fourth section
will describe the latter features.

The evolution of surface morphology can be characterized by the interface (surface) width w,
which is given by [12,43] 

(1)

where h(x,y,t) is the height at position (x,y), h
–

denotes the mean surface height over the linear system
size L, and t is the duration of sputtering (i.e., a measure of the ion fluence and, hence, of the material
removed). The interface width may exhibit a general scaling behavior [44,45]

w(L,t) ∝ tβ (2)

for t < tc with the growth exponent β, and 

wsat(L,t) ∝ Lα (3)

for t > tc with the roughness exponent α. α and β are correlated with the “crossover time” tc via the
dynamic exponent z

tc ∝ Lz (4)
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Fig. 4 STM images of GaAs(110) after ion bombardment with (a) 3-keV Ar+ ions at a sample temperature of 300 K
(ion fluence 5.4 × 1012 ions/cm2, scan area 20 × 20 nm2) and (b) 300-eV Ar+ at a sample temperature of 625 K
(ion flux 3 × 1011 ions/cm2 s1, ∼0.05 ML removed, scan area 25 × 25 nm2). In the upper right of (a) defects
extending over up to 20 unit cells are seen, whereas in (b) single-layer-deep vacancy and adatom islands (black and
white regions, respectively) are visible. Adapted from [40,41].



with z = α/β. Generally, this may result in a scaling relation for the interface width w(L,t)

(5)

with the scaling function f (u) ∝ uβ for u << 1
f (u) ∝ const for u >> 1

The exponents α, β define a universality class and are related to the surface transport mechanisms. (For
a general discussion see, e.g., [43,46,47]). Figure 5 illustrates these correlations in general terms. They
might be applied to the evaluation of experimental data as will be shown in the following.

Multilayer erosion of a GaAs(110) surface by 0.3−3 keV Ar+ and Xe+ ions at temperatures
between 625 and 775 K was investigated by Weaver and co-workers [40–42] employing STM imaging.
Figure 6 shows STM images [42] from a GaAs(110) surface irradiated by 2 keV Xe+ ions at 725 K
(images a and b) and at 625 K (c and d). The amount of material removed corresponds to 1.4 ML in
Fig. 6a, with about 3 % of the original top layer remaining as isolated monolayer islands. Vacancy
islands as large as 30 nm appear in the second layer. The interface width w is 0.6 ML. Removing 10 ML
at 725 K, Fig. 6b, results in w = 1.8 ML, with up to 10 layers exposed. At 625 K, the surface roughness
evolves in a different way. The surface width w grows rapidly, and the step density increases quickly by
the formation of many small-sized and rough-edged vacancy islands, cf. Figs. 6c,d. Values of w are
0.9 and 1.8 ML at, respectively, 1.8 and 10 ML removed [42]. 
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Fig. 5 The interface width w as a function of irradiation time t, computed according to eqs. 1−4 with α = 0.5 and
β = 0.3. The parameter is the system size L. The crossover time tc is seen to depend on L. 



This group [42] determined for each temperature and t the values of w as a function of sampling
size L. These data are shown in Fig. 7. Generally, w increases initially with L and reaches saturation at
Lc. For L < Lc the data can be fitted with Lα, where α = 0.38. The values of Lc increase linearly with
increasing t in the range studied in the experiment (1−10 ML); the increase is faster at the higher tem-
perature. The authors [42] summarize their findings by noting that after removal of 10 monolayers at
625 K the surfaces are rougher on a small scale than those at 725 K, but they are smoother on a large
scale. The increased large-scale roughness at high T was ascribed to increased diffusion on terraces and
along step edges, but insufficient cross-step transport. Generally, the short-range surface width is related
to step density, which is determined by intralayer diffusion, whereas the long-range width depends on
interlayer mass transport [42]. The high step density created at low T enhanced cross-step transport,
thereby reducing large-scale roughness. The surface width at 725 K increases as w ∝ tβ with β = 0.3.
Such a dependence is consistent with a “growth” law [47], whereby the interface width increases with
deposition time during deposition at a constant flux, the growth exponent β depending on temperature.
In multilayer erosion, β is a measure of the effectiveness of interlayer transport. (If there is no such
transport, then β = 0.5. For layer-by-layer sputtering, β = 0.) Conversely, at 625 K no such simple rela-
tionship was valid and β > 0.3 for t < 1 ML and β < 0.3 for t > 1 ML was observed [42]. 
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Fig. 6 STM images of GaAs(110) after 2 keV Xe+ ion irradiation at 725 K (a,b), and 625 K (c,d). Image sizes are
90 × 90 nm2 (a), 45 × 45 nm2 (c), and 108 × 108 nm2 (b,d). The material removed is 1.4 ML (a), 1.8 ML (c), and
10 ML (b,d). Adapted from [42].



The temperature-dependent morphological evolution of Pt(111) under 1 keV Xe+ normal-inci-
dence ion bombardment has been investigated up to the removal of 600 monolayers [29,48–50]. Figures
8a–d display STM topographs upon the removal of an increasing number of surface layers at a temper-
ature of 600 K [49]. The morphology develops from monolayer deep compact vacancy islands to regu-
lar hexagonal pits consisting of stacked vacancy islands and remaining pyramids and ridges in between.
This evolution is driven by preferential nucleation of new vacancy islands at the bottom of existing ones.
Figures 8e–h exhibit STM topographs (note the different scale) after removal of similar amounts of
material, but at 750 K. In contrast to the erosion at 600 K, at 750 K vacancy islands initially coalesce
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Fig. 7 Surface width as a function of sampling size for different amounts of material removal at 625 and 725 K.
Above Lc the surface width saturates at the large-scale value. Data from [42].

Fig. 8 STM topography images of a Pt(111) surface after erosion, by 1 keV Xe+ ions of (a) 0.26 ML, (b) 6.2 ML,
(c) 66 ML, and (d) 333 ML at 600 K, and of (e) 0.24 ML, (f) 6.3 ML, (g) 65 ML, and (h) 601 ML at 750 K. Image
width 81 nm for (a–d) and 346 nm for (e–h). From [49].



prior to nucleation of new vacancy islands on the bottom terraces. The experiments demonstrate that
there is a large difference in roughness evolution at the two temperatures: At 600 K roughness increases
rapidly with the amount removed θ and for θ > 10 ML a scaling exponent β = 0.34 (roughness σ ∝ θ β)
is obtained. Although at 750 K and for θ > 10 ML roughness increases faster than at 600 K (signified
by β = 0.57), due to the delay in roughness build-up the absolute values of roughness remain lower. The
authors [49,50] argue that the coarsening of the surface structures during erosion and the qualitative
change in roughness evolution between 650 and 700 K are caused by different atomic processes: the
former by diffusion of atoms along steps, the latter by the onset of step atom detachment. 

The onset of pattern formation at grazing incidence was investigated by STM for Pt(111) surfaces
under 5 keV Ar+ ion bombardment for a broad temperature range (100–720 K) and supplemented by
MD simulations of single-ion impacts [51–53]. The experiments indicate that pattern formation
depends crucially on the angle of incidence of the ions. At very glancing incidence (θ greater than
~80º), planar subsurface channeling of the ions may occur [32]. In the absence of subsurface channel-
ing, pattern alignment is due to the preferential removal of step edges illuminated by the ion beam.
However, if the angle of ion incidence allows subsurface channeling with significant probability, pat-
tern alignment and regularity were found to greatly improve due to the aligned formation and coales-
cence of vacancy islands as a consequence of the dechanneling damage of single ions [53]. In terms of
temperature dependence, the experiments show a distinction between an athermal (200–500 K) and a
thermal (500–700 K) pattern formation regime. Below 200 K and above 700 K, pattern formation
ceases due to the dominance of noise and due to adatom lattice gas formation, respectively [52].

ORDERED NANOPATTERNS ON SURFACES BY ION BOMBARDMENT

Upon prolonged ion irradiation, a stationary morphology of the surface may evolve. Very often, the
development of highly periodic structures with nanoscale dimensions (such as “nanodots” and “ripple”-
like morphologies) has been observed. Different types of patterns were observed to develop under dif-
ferent conditions, with characteristic features that depend on the substrate material, the ion-beam
parameters, and the processing conditions. This wide variety of surface morphologies has been the sub-
ject of extensive theoretical and experimental studies over the past decade (see [11–14] for recent
reviews). Generally, these phenomena are believed to be related to (and caused by) the interplay
between ion erosion (which roughens the surface) and transport processes (diffusion) which induce a
smoothing. In the following, some examples for such features will be presented and the pertinent theo-
retical concepts will be outlined.

The first observations of the formation fairly regular ripple patterns on surfaces under ion irradi-
ation date back to the early 1960s [54,55]. Bombarding a glass surface with a keV ion beam of air,
wavelike structures were observed with wavelengths between 30 and 120 nm [55]; their orientation was
found to depend on the incidence angle of the ions with respect to the surface normal, θ: the ripples
align perpendicularly to the beam for θ = 30º, whereas they align along the beam at θ = 80º. In fact, this
change in orientation has been observed in many later experiments. For example, the topography of
(0001)-graphite (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite, HOPG) surfaces eroded by a 5 keV Xe+ ion beam
has been investigated using STM [56,57]. For tilted incidence of the ion beam and ion fluences of about
1017 cm−2, a quasi-periodic ripple topography with characteristic wavelengths between 40 and 70 nm
has been found. Below a critical incidence angle θc the ripples are oriented perpendicular to the ion-
beam projection onto the surface, while for angles above θc the ripple orientation is parallel to the ion-
beam projection. The critical angle θc lies between 60º and 70º [56]. Figure 9 illustrates this finding for
5 keV Xe+ bombardment at θ = 30º, 60º, and 70º. The authors show [56] that these results are in agree-
ment with the predictions of a continuum theory and that for increasing ion fluences, large-scale per-
turbations of the surface topography occur, indicating a nonlinear behavior. These theoretical concepts
will be discussed below.
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The occurrence of regular ripple pattern has been studied extensively for various metal surfaces
[58–68]. For example, the evolution of the Cu(110) surface morphology during low-temperature
(180 K) ion sputtering was studied as a function of the incident ion-beam angle θ by means of STM
[60]. The morphology was dominated by a ripple structure with the wave vector parallel or perpendi-
cular to the direction of the incident beam. STM images of the Cu(110) surface taken at different bom-
barding fluences showed that the ripple wavelength is increasing with fluence. Figure 10 displays this
dependence. The time evolution of the interface shows that the ripple wavelength increases with time
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Fig. 9 STM topography images (1 μm × 1 μm) of a HOPG surfaces eroded by 5 keV Xe+ ions with at a fluence
3 × 1017 ions/cm2; the incident angles were θ = 30º (left), θ = 60º (center), and θ = 70º (right). The arrows indicate
the direction of the ion beam. Adapted from [56].

Fig. 10 The ripple wavelength λ and the interface width w as a function of the ion fluence for a Cu(110) surface
under 1 keV Ar+ ion bombardment. Sample temperature T = 180 K, ion incidence θ = 45º, and the current density
is 16 μA/cm2. Data from [60].



following a scaling law λ ~ tz, with z = 0.26 ± 0.02. The interface width w was found to scale as w ~ tβ,
with β = 0.43 ± 0.08 [60]. These authors conclude from their results [60] that for a full description of
the erosion process on single crystal metals it is necessary to introduce in the theoretical models a real-
istic diffusion term, taking into account the presence of a Schwoebel barrier as it is familiar in film
growth.

Very well ordered nanostructures have been observed on semiconductor surfaces and the evolu-
tion of these features and their dependence on various ion-beam parameters has been studied in con-
siderable detail [69–85]. For a given material, the type of pattern that is created may depend pro-
nouncedly on the ion’s energy and incidence angle. This finding is very clearly illustrated in Fig. 11,
which displays AFM images of a Ge surface bombardment by 2 keV Xe+ ions at incidence angles θ of
0º, 5º, 10º, and 20º [82]. There is first a transition from dots to ripples and then back from ripples to
dots with increasing ion incidence angle. The AFM image for normal incidence in Fig. 11 shows dot
structures, whereas at θ = 5º the dot nanostructures disappear and well-ordered parallel mode ripples
evolve on the surface. By increasing the ion incidence angle to 10º ripples, having a curved form, are
still dominating the surface, but they start to transform into dots. Further increase of θ toward 20º results
in a complete transition from ripple to dot pattern and the dots have a hexagonal ordering within the
whole image area. The corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) image shows six equidistant peaks
[82].
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Fig. 11 Surface topography (AFM images) on Ge after 2 keV Xe+ ion-beam erosion for different ion incidence
angles (θ = 0º, 5º, 10º, and 20º, clockwise from top left). The arrows give the ion-beam direction. Inset:
corresponding FFT images calculated from the AFM images having 4 μm × 4 μm size. From [82].



The transition from ripples to dots and vice versa is also found for Si surfaces at specific inci-
dence angles. For certain values of θ, dots show an almost perfect lateral ordering, with only a few
defects, see Fig. 12 [82]. The corresponding FFT image confirms the square ordering of dots (the white
arrows in Fig. 12 point out the two distinct wave vectors). 

As an adequate representation, the evolution of the surface topography with different ion energy
Eion and incidence angle αion are plotted in a topography diagram (TD). Such a TD is presented for Si
and Ge in Fig. 13 [82]. Each symbol represents a typical topography. It reveals the different evolving
topographies that depend on Eion and αion. The boundaries (solid and doted lines) on the TD distinguish
between different topography regions. These results for Si and Ge show that the ion energy is a key
parameter for pattern formation and for establishing the periodicity. Generally, the results show an
increase of the wavelength of nanostructures and their amplitude with ion energy [82].

While the development of such nanostructures on surfaces exposed to ion irradiation appears to
be a rather ubiquitous phenomenon, it was noted recently that impurities may influence pattern forma-
tion [86–95]. For example, Mo atoms co-sputtered from sample clips during ion irradiation were found
to foster dot formation on Si under normal incidence bombardment [86,88,91]. Recent systematic stud-
ies [93–95] examined pattern formation while varying the concentration of Fe atoms on Si surfaces. For
clean surfaces, no ion-beam patterns were found to form for incidence angles θ ≤ 45º; rather, the ion
beam induces a smoothing of preformed patterns [93]. On the other hand, the presence of Fe atoms
results, in that angular range, in the formation of a variety of patterns; their specific features were
observed to depend on the amount of Fe on the surface. This surfactant-driven self-organization may
constitute a versatile approach for creating novel nanopatterns on surfaces [94].
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Fig. 12 An almost perfect square array of dots on an Si surface (2 keV Xe+, θ = 26º), where the black arrow in the
AFM image (left panel) indicates the ion-beam direction. The corresponding FFT image (right panel) confirms the
square ordering of dots (the white arrows point out the two distinct wave vectors). From [82].



Nanostructures on surfaces have commonly been investigated ex situ, using STM, AFM, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), or other techniques [96–106]. Any possible (lateral) movement with
increasing ion fluence cannot easily be detected in such a way. Only a few experiments [107–110] have
been carried out in situ, that is, by monitoring the irradiated area without removing the specimen from
the ion-bombardment system. A focused ion beam (FIB) system was recently employed [110] to inves-
tigate such a ripple movement: this dual-beam instrument features a finely focused Ga+ ion beam and
an electron beam. A glass surface was irradiated by 30 keV Ga+ ions (incidence angle θ = 52º) and,
without sample movement, the area hit by the ions could be monitored by SEM (incidence angle of the
electron beam is 0º). Taking SEM images at different ion fluences, the movement of the ripples could
be determined. Figure 14 shows some of these images [110]. With increasing ion fluence, the ripples
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Fig. 13 Topography diagrams showing the surface topography on (a) Si and (b) Ge due to Xe+ ion-beam erosion
for different ion energies and ion incidence angles. The symbols indicate the different structures observed: smooth
surfaces, hillock structures, perpendicular-mode ripples, parallel-mode ripples + dots, parallel-mode ripples,
columnar structures, and dots. From [82].



were found to move in the direction of the incident ion beam (to the right in Fig. 14) and the propaga-
tion velocity was found to be ~60 nm/1017 Ga+ ions cm−2. The wavelength of the ripples is ~270 nm.

THEORETICAL MODELS OF SURFACE NANOPATTERNING

The examples in the previous section demonstrate that when beams of low-energy ions are used to bom-
bard materials, the surface often develops a periodic pattern or “ripple” structure. It was seen that dif-
ferent types of patterns are observed to develop under different conditions, with characteristic features
that depend on the substrate material, the ion-beam parameters, and the processing conditions. Because
the patterns develop spontaneously, without applying any external mask or template, their formation is
the expression of a dynamic balance among fundamental surface kinetic processes, e.g., erosion of
material from the surface, ion-induced defect creation, and defect-mediated evolution of the surface
morphology [14]. Initial theoretical modeling showed that the description of the surface morphology
may then be done via continuum equations that take into account the above-mentioned effects con-
tributing to an equilibrium state [111]. Several extensions and modifications of this Bradley–Harper
model were later proposed [112–115] A possible ansatz is the anisotropic noisy Kuramoto–Sivashinsky
(KS) equation [116–120]

(6)
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Fig. 14 AFM images of the ripple structure on a glass surface bombarded by 30 keV Ga+ ions in an FIB. The ions’
incidence angle was 52º and the incidence direction was from the left. The fluences amounted to 3 × 1017 cm−2

(left-hand image), 4 × 1017 cm−2 (center image) and 5 × 1017 cm−2 (right-hand image). The images were taken with
the SEM directly in the instrument. The vertical lines in each image refer to marker outside of the irradiated area;
they have a distance of 2.04 μm. With increasing fluence, the images show a propagation of the ripples to the right.
From [110].
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Here, ν0 is the overall erosion rate, the second term in A accounts for the motion of surface features
along the x direction in the presence of a local curvature with γ being the derivative of the erosion rate
with respect to the ions’ incidence angle [121], νx and νy (in B) represent ion-induced surface tension
terms, λx and λy (in C) characterize the slope dependence of the erosion rate, while Dx and Dy are the
general diffusion coefficients. Term E is a noise term that takes into account the stochastic arrival of
ions.

At a given temperature, the total diffusion constant is given by contributions due to thermal dif-
fusion and ion-induced diffusion, D = DI + DT. As the sample temperature T decreases, there is critical
temperature Tc at which DI = DT, so that for T < Tc the diffusion is dominated by its ion-induced com-
ponent, which is independent of temperature.

The origin of the ripple formation during ion sputtering is an ion-induced instability [122,123]:
valleys are eroded faster than crests, expressed by negative νx and νy coefficients in eq. 6 [111]. At short
wavelength this instability is balanced by surface diffusion; hence, a competition between roughening
(curvature-dependent erosion) and smoothing exists. A linear stability analysis predicts that the observ-
able ripple wavelength is

(7)

where ν is the largest in absolute value of the negative surface tension coefficients. Accordingly, the
wave vector of the ripples is parallel to the x axis for small θ and perpendicular to it for large θ [111]. 

If values of the various parameters entering eq. 6 are known or can be estimated, a morphologi-
cal phase diagram can be constructed which would indicate the kind of surface morphology that may
develop. Figure 15 exemplifies such a diagram [119]. The pronounced dependence on ion-beam param-
eters and diffusion coefficients is obvious.
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Λ = 2π νD

Fig. 15 Computed-phase diagram depicting the surface morphology that may develop for specific parameters in
eq. 6. Rp is the projected range of the ions, and σ is the straggling of the range. Region I: νx, νy < 0 and Dx, Dy > 0,
superimposed ripples in x- and y-directions, but Λx > Λy, therefore, the y-direction may dominate. Region II: νx,
νy < 0 and Dx, Dy > 0, Λx < Λy, and ripple wave vector along x-direction. Region III: νx, νy < 0, Dx < 0, Dy > 0,
system unstable at large length scales. Region IV: νx > 0, νy < 0, Dx < 0, Dy > 0, ripple wave vector along
y-direction. Data from [119]. 



Whereas the damped or undamped KS equations often show a good qualitative agreement with
many experimental findings, they still fail to predict several other important observations [14,124].
Different other concepts have therefore been proposed [125–128]. For example, some improvement has
been achieved by including the mass rearrangement on the surface induced by the ion impact [129,130].
Other models go beyond the KS equations and introduce coupled fields for the mobile species
[131–133] or the concentrations of the elements in compound materials [134].

OTHER NANOSTRUCTURES CREATED BY ION IRRADIATION

FIB systems [135,136] have developed now into indispensable tools for many processes of great tech-
nological importance [137,138]. Typically, FIBs are based on liquid-metal ion sources (LMIS) forming
Ga+ ion beams; because of the very high brightness (>106 A/cm2 sr) and small virtual source size
(<100 nm) [139,140] of LIMS, very small spot sizes (~10 nm) and extremely high current densities
(>1 A/cm2) can be achieved using suitable electrostatic focusing columns. These irradiation conditions
may lead to the formation of quite specific surface structures [137,141–147]. 

For example, it was observed that nanodroplets can form on a GaAs surface under off-normal
bombardment by 5 keV Ga+ ions [148]. These droplets have sizes from 70 to 25 nm in diameter and
can self-assemble into highly ordered hexagonal pattern instead of Ostwald ripening or coalescence.
The mechanism proposed [148] for the evolution of these structures relies on a balance between an
anisotropic loss of atoms on the surface of droplets due to sputtering and an anisotropic supply of atoms
(mass transport) due to the oblique ion incidence. The periodic patterning was envisaged to proceed in
a way similar to the formation of highly ordered colloidal particles, with the radius of the droplets
reaching eventually a stationary state. In a subsequent investigation [149] the formation and coarsening
of Ga droplets on GaAs surfaces irradiated by 10−30 keV Ga+ ions from an FIB was examined and the
droplet growth rate and size distribution was determined as a function of ion energy. The data suggest
a droplet formation mechanism that involves Ga precipitation from an ion-induced Ga-rich surface layer
[149]. Continued irradiation causes further nucleation and growth of droplets. While early stage growth
is dominated by diffusion and dynamic coarsening, there is a transition to late-stage growth dominated
by Ostwald ripening and dynamic coalescence. The foregoing arguments appear to indicate that the
(modified) Bradley–Harper models outlined in the previous section cannot readily explain the forma-
tion of the highly periodic nanodot arrays observed in these studies [148,149].

In other experiments using FIB systems for irradiation [150–155], extended wall-like structures
were found to develop at the periphery of the bombarded areas upon Ga implantation. The AFM topog-
raphy image in Fig. 16a shows such wall-like features at the boundary region of an irradiated area for
a Ge specimen bombarded by 30 keV Ga+ ions with 3 × 1016 ions/cm2 [155]. Figure 16b displays a
cross-section line profile of that area and illustrates the pertinent features. For Si and Ge specimens, the
height of this wall was found to increase with increasing fluence, reaching a value of ~15 nm at
1 × 1017 Ga+-ions/cm2 [155]. 

Similar structures were observed in a study using a Fe/Cr/Fe multilayer system, bombarded by
30 keV Ga+ ions in an FIB instrument [156]. In this specimen, four pinnacle-like elevations were found
in addition at the corners of the region hit by the ions. The height of these “pinnacles” (of about 25 nm)
exceeds significantly the one in the center of the sidewalls (of about 10 nm). Both the sidewalls and the
pinnacles are characterized by an almost triangular profile with a smoothed-out top. The full width at
half-maximum (FWHM) is of about 250 and 150 nm for the pinnacles and the sidewalls, respectively.
The wall-like elevations appearing at the periphery of the irradiated areas were experimentally analyzed
by varying the irradiation conditions [156]. The results demonstrated that the wall size (height/width)
is approximately inversely proportional to the ion current density applied. An analysis of these experi-
mental results together with corresponding estimations (based partially on literature data) lead the
authors [156] to interpret this topographic feature as an ensemble of coalesced adatoms (adatom clus-
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ters), produced by ion bombardment, with temperature effects during ion irradiation playing a decisive
role.

CONCLUSIONS

Ion bombardment of surfaces is intrinsically a stochastic process, as can be seen from the images of sin-
gle-ion impact events shown in the second section. Notwithstanding, prolonged ion irradiation may lead
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Fig. 16 (a) AFM topography image of a Ge surface area (2.5 × 2.5 μm) irradiated with 30 keV Ga+ ions at a fluence
of 3 × 1016 cm−2. (b) Line scan across the image in (a), showing the wall structure at the periphery of the
bombarded region. From [155].



to highly regular surface patterns, with nm-sized dimensions. Many experiments and simulations appear
to indicate that these structures result basically from a balance between effects that tend to cause a
roughening of the surface (such as sputtering) and those that lead to surface smoothing via, e.g., diffu-
sion or other transport processes. Still, many aspects of those mechanisms and their interplay are not
fully understood presently. Given the sound progress made during the past decade, one may anticipate,
however, that future studies will improve this situation and could make ion-induced surface nano -
patterning a standard tool in materials science. In fact, the high regularity of such structures and their
small dimensions make them attractive candidates for many applications, some of which are in a stage
of exploration [88,157–160].
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